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Abstract

Menezes et al. proposed the first key agreement protocol
(MQV) that employs a signature to sign Diffie-Hellman
public keys without using a one-way hash function. The
IEEE Standard Committee adopted the MQV protocol as
a standard. In order to establish multiple common secret
keys between two parties, Harn and Lin proposed a new
protocol based on the MQV protocol. However, this pro-
tocol has a limit that only n2-1 keys out of n2 keys for
can be used avoiding the known key attack. Afterwards,
Tseng proposed a protocol that can use n keys to avoid
the known key attack. In this article, we shall extend
Tseng’s protocol and make it able to generate (n2 + 1)
keys in one session, and all the keys can be used against
the known-key attack.
Keywords: Cryptography, key agreement, key authentica-
tion

1 Introduction

In 1976, Diffie and Hellman [9] proposed a public-key dis-
tribution scheme for distributing a common session key
between two parties. Unfortunately, the Diffie-Hellman
protocol is vulnerable to the man-in-the-middle attack,
since no authentication is supported between the two par-
ties. Many solutions [5, 7, 16, 17, 20, 24, 26, 27, 31, 33, 36]
have been proposed to solve this problem. In 1995,
Menezes et al. [28] proposed a famous protocol for the
two parties to authenticate each other without any hash
function, and the protocol was adopted as IEEE P1363-
2000 standard [18]. There are many authenticated key
agreement have been proposed [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 14, 15,
19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 30, 34].

In order to establish multiple common secret keys be-
tween two parties efficiently, in 1998 Harn and Lin [10]
designed an authenticated key agreement protocol based
on the MQV protocol without using any one-way hash

function. The Harn-Lin protocol enables the two par-
ties to authenticate each other and establish n2 common
session keys. To avoid the known key attack [29], the
Harn-Lin protocol sets up the limit that only (n2 − 1)
common session keys can be used. Then, Yen and Joye
[37] proposed a forgery attack and broke the Harn-Lin
protocol, and they also proposed an improved protocol.
However, according to Wu et al. [35], the Yen-Joye pro-
tocol cannot withstand the same attack that bothers the
Harn-Lin protocol. Later, we proposed an improved pro-
tocol [24] to enhance the Yen-Joye protocol. Harn and
Lin [11] then modified the signature signing equation in
[10] to avoid the forgery attack in 2001, but their protocol
still holds on to the limit that only (n2-1) common session
keys can be used. In 2002, Tseng [32] proposed a robust
protocol that makes use of all the n2 common session keys
against the known-key attack.In 2013, Huang et al. pro-
posed an efficient scheme to generate n2 +n secret keys in
one session [13]. Their scheme is based on the difficulty
of calculating discrete logarithms problem.

In this article, we shall improve the Tseng protocol to
generate (n2+1) common session-keys in one session, and
all the keys can be used against the known-key attack.

2 Extended Tseng’s Protocol

In this section, we shall propose an extended version of
Tseng’s protocol that can establish (n2 + 1) common ses-
sion keys between two parties. The protocol is composed
of two phases: the initiation phase and the multiple-key
agreement phase. For simplicity, Let’s suppose Bob and
Alice want to establish five common session keys by using
2 short-term keys. They have to go through the following
processes.

The initiation phase: As the Diffie-Hellman scheme,
the system publishes a large prime number p. Bob
and Alice choose their random numbers xA and
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xB and compute the corresponding long-term public
keys yA = gxA mod p and yB = gxB mod p, respec-
tively.

The multiple-key agreement phase:

1) Alice chooses two random short-term secret keys
kA1 and kA2 , where kA = kA1 + kA2 mod q.
Then Alice computes the corresponding short-
term public keys rA = gkA mod p, rA1 =
(yB)kA1 mod p and rA2 = (yB)kA2 mod p. Fur-
thermore, Alice gets the signature SA based on
the equation sArA = xA − rA1kA mod q. Later,
Alice sends {rA1 , rA2 , sA, Cert(yA)} to Bob,
where Cert(yA) is a certificate for the public
key signed by a trusted party.

2) Just as Alice, Bob also generates
kB1 , kB2 , rB1 , rB2 and sB and sends {rB1 ,
rB2 , sB , Cert(yB)} to Alice.

3) Alice verifies the authenticated messages {rB1 ,
rB2 , sB , Cert(yB)} from Bob. Alice then checks
the following equation:

yB = (rB)rB1 gsBrB mod p, (1)

where rB = rb1rb2 mod p, rb1 = (rB1)
x−1

A mod
p and rb2 = (rB2)

x−1
A mod p. If the equation

is correct, Alice generates five common session
keys as follows:

K1 = rkA1
b1 mod p,

K2 = rkA2
b1 mod p,

K3 = rkA1
b2 mod p,

K4 = rkA2
b2 mod p,

and

K5 = g(kA+kB) mod p

= gkA · gkB mod p

= gkA · rB mod p.

Like Alice, Bob also verifies the authenticated
messages and generates five common secret
keys: K1 = rkB1

a1 mod p, K2 = rkB1
a2 mod p,

K3 = rkB1
a1 mod p, K4 = rkB2

a2 mod p, and K5 =
gkB · rA mod p.

3 Security Analysis

The security of our extended protocol is analyzed as fol-
lows.

1) Known-key attack: In [32], Tseng proved that his
protocol could resist the known-key attack. For the
same reason, our extended protocol can also with-
stand the known-key attack [29]. In our extended

protocol, we derive gxA·xB as

gxAxB = g(sArA+rA1kA)(sBrB+rB1kB) mod p

= gsAsBrArB · gsArArB1kB · gsBrBrA1

·gkAkBrA1rB1 mod p

= gsAsBrArB · gsArArB1kB · gsBrBrA1

·(g(kA1+kA2 )(kB1+kB2 ))rA1rB1 mod p

= gsAsBrArB · gsArArB1kB · gsBrBrA1

·(K1K2K3K4)rA1rB1 mod p.

Suppose that all the common session keys
(K1,K2, K3,K4,K5) are leaked to an intruder.
Even so, the intruder is still very difficult for to
calculate gxAxB by intercepting the transmitted
message between the two parties, where the trans-
mitted message involves (rA1 , rA2 , rB1 , rB2 , sA, sB).
The intruder cannot derive rA and rB from any
transmitted message. The security comes from
the difficulty of calculating discrete logarithms.
Therefore, the extended protocol can also withstand
the known-key attack.

2) Replay attack: To resist the replay attack, our
protocol uses short-term keys. The lifetime of the
short-term keys (kAi and kBi , i ∈ 1, 2, . . .) is only
one session long, with a view to establishing n2 + 1
keys. For the next session, the two parties have to
randomly choose new short-term keys again. When
the intruder replays the previously intercepted mes-
sage to Bob for masquerading as Alice, the request
will be rejected because Bob will discover the mes-
sage has been used previously.

3) Forgery attack: Assume that an intruder wants
to impersonate Alice to establish the common ses-
sion keys with Bob. The intruder forges the previ-
ously intercepted message (rA1 , rA2 , sA, Cert(yA)) to
(r′A1

, r′A2
, s′A, Cert(yA)) and sends it to Bob, where

(r′A1
, r′A2

, s′A).

k′A = k′A1
+ k′A2

mod q

rA1 = gk′A1 mod p,

rA2 = gk′A2 mod p,

s′Ar′A = x′A − r′A1
k′A1

mod q.

Bob will rejects the transmitted message from the
intruder because the message cannot pass verification
Equation (1).

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an extended version of
Tseng’s protocol that is more efficient than [32]. Tseng’s
protocol can establish n2 common session keys between
two parties at one session. However, in our extended pro-
tocol, n2 + 1 keys can be established, and attack is no
longer a threat.
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